Grand Chapter Blue Book, Book of Instruction, C&BL’s Amendments, & Proceedings, Order Form

Chapter________________________________

Grand Secretary
Order of the Eastern Star
817 S Vassault ST
Tacoma WA 98465

BLUE BOOK

Please let your members know that we will not be printing a lot of extra copies of the Blue Books so the pre-order is very important. If the Grand Chapter runs out of Blue Books we will not be reprinting them until the following Grand Chapter year.

___________ # of Copies of the Blue Book [Book]  ___________ # of Copies of Blue Book [CD]

BOOK OF INSTRUCTION (New book available for 2018-2021)

Please order the following:

___________ # of Copies of the Book of Instruction

C&BL’S AMENDMENTS

** Note: The 2021 Amendments to the C&BL’s will be printed both as paper amendments and on a CD.

___________ # of copies – PAPER Amendments only;  ________# of CDs

The paper format will contain only the Amendments as passed at Grand Chapter. The CD will contain the complete C& BL’s on the CD including the Amendments.

GRAND CHAPTER PROCEEDINGS

Each Chapter receives one complimentary CD copy of the Proceedings of the Grand Chapter of Washington. Members may purchase additional CD or Book copies.

___________# of copies in BOOK form ($45)  extra # of CDs__________($5 each)

If I do not hear from you I will send you only the Chapter’s copy of the Proceedings in CD form.

______________________________

Mail to: _______________________________________________

____________________________________

Signature of Secretary _______________________________________________

Thank you,

Irene G. Jacobs  PLEASE RETURN ORDER ASAP
Grand Secretary